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Robust Hybrid Control from a Behavioural Perspective
T. Moor *, J.M. Davoren ?, B.D.O. Anderson*
Abstract

discrete supervisor
(finite automaton. D S )

This paper investigates the synthesis of discrete supervisors for hybrid systems where the control objective is to
enforce a language inclusion specification in the presence
of plant uncertainty. The discussion is set within Willems*
behavioural system theory, where we find a relationship between robustness of closed-loop performance and earlier results on abstraction based synthesis. From this relationship,
we develop our main result: a method for the synthesis of
robust supervisory controllers. Note that virtually any engineering system must possess some amount of robustness
in order to fulfil even minimal reliability requirements. This
commonly accepted fact is of a particular importance for hybrid control systems, since the motivating application areas
are safety-critical and high-confidence systems as air traffic
control or medical instrumentation.
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Figure 1: Hybrid control configuration

In this paper, we extend the general methodology of [ l l , 131
in order to synthesise supervisors that are robust w.r.t. a
quantified parameter uncertainty in the hybrid plant model.
Keywords: hybrid systems, behavioural systems theory, roIt is commonly accepted that every engineering system must
bust control, supervisory control.
be robust in order to provide a vital level of?eliability, and
this requirement is addressed by e.g. virtually all classical continuous feedback designs. However, little is known
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signals and discrete events is performed in a similar way as
it occurs within the widely accepted hybrid automata model
[I]. AS in [4,11,141. we assume that the actuator @/Amap) and the sensor (AID-map) are given, and our synthesis problem is the construction of a discrete event controller
that enforces a language inclusion specification.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we recall
definitionsand facts from Willems. behavioural framework,
including links to DES theory. A detailed model of the hybrid systems under consideration is given in Section 3. In
4, we present an adapted version of the core resulu
from [ l l , 131. This allows for an accessible treatment of a
general class of robust hybrid control problems in Section 5,
where we basically
all plant com~onentstodepend On
an
parameter with known range.

In
131, this synthesis problem is discussed
J.C. Willems' behavioural systems theory, and it is shown
that a solution can be obtained in two steps: (i) construct
a plant abstraction that can be realised bv a finite automaton; (ii) apply slightly modified tools fr0mP.J. Ramagde and
W.M. Wonham's DES supervisory control theory [15, 161.

2 Behaviours and states machines
For the readers convenience, we collect some basic definitions from Willems' behavioural systems theory; a comprehensive introduction is given in [17, 181.
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Defiifion 2.1. (See [181. Def. D.1) A dynamic01 system is
a triple Z: = (T,W, B),with T g IR the rime axis,W the
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signal space, and 23 g WT the behaviour.

O

The behaviour is viewed as the set of all trajectories which
are compatible with the phenomena modelled by the system: trajectories w @ 23 cannot occur. In this paper, we
focus attention on discrete time behaviours with T = No 2.
Note that the discrete time case is not restricted to sampling
with a constant sampling period (clock time), but also accounts for scenarios in which a discrete time axis is derived
from counting events (logic time). In the latter case, a behaviour models a phenomenon very much in the way formal
languagesare used in DES theory; e.g. [3]. This link is further elaborated by the following definition of state machine
realisations of discrete time behaviours.
Defiition2.2. A state machine is a tuple P = (X, W, 8,
Xo) with W the external signal space, X the stare space,
Xo the set of initial conditions, and with 6 g X x W x X
the next state relation. If IWI E N and 1x1 E IN (both sets
are finite), P is said to be afinite automaton. The external
behaviour 23 induced by P is defined as
' B : = { W ' € W ~ ~ J ~ [V~k E
~ IEN X
o: ~ ~ :
( x ( k ) , w ( k ) , x ( k + 1 ) ) ~ 6 a n d x ( O ) ~ X 0(1)
]
Conversely, a state machine P' with induced extemal behaviour 23' is called a realisation of B'.
We recall some basic terminology for state machines:
Defiition 2.3. Consider state machines Pa = (A, W, a,
Ao) and Pb = (B, W, p, Bo). A statea' E A is reachable
if there exists a state a E A0 and a sequence of transitions
(elements in the next state relation) from a connecting a
with a'. The state machine Pa is reachable if every state
a' E A is reachable. The state machine Pa is nonblocking, if
for every reachable state a E A there exists o E W and a' E
A such that (a, o,a') G a. Theparallel composition of Pa
and % is defined by Pa II % := (A x B, W, A, Ao x Bo),
where ((a, b), o,(a', b')) E A if and only if (a, o,a') E
ff and (b, o,b') E p. The state machine Pa is pastinduced
if IAol = 1 and if for all reachable a E A and all o E W,
(a.
. o,a') E 6 and (a.
. . o.
. a"). E 6 imolies a' = a". For
W = Win x W,,t, the state machine P, is an I/,/- machine.
if forevery reachable a E A and every p E Win. there exist
and a' A such that (a, (p, u), a') a.
~

Reachability, the nonblocking property and the parallel
composition are standard definitions from DES theory; e.g.
131.
.
. The uastinduced nrooertv
. is a nanicular fonn of determinism, as it requires that at any instanceof time thecurrent
state is uniquely determined by the past ofthe
trajectory; see [I71 for the comesponding definition in terms
of full (state) behavioun. US/-machines conform with the
traditional notion of inputs and outputs on the product space
W = Wio x WOUI,
ase.g.inMooreautomataordiscrete-time
linear continuous systems. As in these examples, the hybrid
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'Theset of lllaps from T to W i s denoted w T := (w I w : T WI.
'H denotes the positive integers (without zero); let No N U {O).
~g

systems considered in this paper evolveon a state trajectory
that is uniquely defined by the initial condition and the sequence of applied input events. However, our notion of US/machines does not require that the input drives the state in
unique way. This is utilised by the plant abstractions considered in Section 5, which, in general, for a given state and
input pair, fail to produce a unique successorstate. Note that
this is allowed by pastinducedness, and this is precisely why
we need to distinguish pastinducedness fonn other notions
of determinism.
It is easy to see that any discrete time behaviour 23 can be
realised as a state machine (e.g. use X = 23 x No,Xo =
23 x {0),6 := {((w, k), w(k), (w, k+l))l k E N O ,w E 23)
for a constructive proof). There is a natural interest in how
properties of state machines relate to properties defined in
terms of behaviours, and we shall recall some definitions
and facts regarding US/- machines and pastinducedness.
Definition 2.4. (See [IS], Def. 11.4) A behaviour 'ti E
WNo is complete if for all w E wNO the following holds:
IJJ

E 23

*

Vk E N o :

W I [ ~ , ~EBIIO.kl.
,

'

(2)

A behaviour 23 g wN0 is complete if and only if it can
be realised by a pastinduced state machine; e.g. [9], Theorem 2.2.9. Note that any finite state machine can be transformed to a pastinduced finite state machine without affecting the external behaviour. Hence, a behaviour induced by a
finite state machine is complete. As another example, finitedimensional discrete-time linear systems are seen to induce
a complete external behaviour. However, not all behaviours
~ limk,,
0
1 w(k) = 0).
are complete; e.g. 23 = ( w E ~
Definition 2.5. (see [IS], Defs. VIIl.1, VIIIA) A behaviour
23 g wNo over the signal space W = Win x W,,, is an
U-behaviour if: (i) the input is free, i.e. Pin23 = uNo;
and (ii) the output does nor anticipate the input, i.e. for all
k E No and G, G E 23, the following implication holds:
PinGl[o,kl

=R ~ i n G l [ ~ ,J
~~

3 w E 23 : %utwIro
11 = p o u t G \ r n 11, ? i n w = P i n $ .
.-...,
.,-....

(3)

Any behaviour that is induced by an US/- machine is an Ubehaviour; any pastinduced state machine that realises an Ubehaviour is an US/- machine; e.g. [Ill, Prop. 24.

3 A hybrid control configuration
We provide a detailed model for hybrid ~ l a n t sthat consist
of a ~0ntinuousPrOCess, an actuator and a sensor; i.e. the
dashed box in Fig. 1. While the hybrid closed-loop system
3 ~ h restriction
e
operator (. )IQ,,X~I: W& + ~ ~ 2 - ~is defined
l + ~
by ~ l [ ~ , , k =
? l(w(kt), w(kk+*+l). ... w(k2)) for all k t , k2 N o , k t 5
' 2 . and w
ai':
+ W.
4 ~ Pin
y and P W t we denote the natural projections from W = Win x
W
,,
to the input and output mn~ponent,respectively; i.e. 'Pj,,w = r and

poutw = a for all w = (L., u ) , c €

~ 2w wo~, , . ~
E

could be modelled within the widely accepted hybrid automata framework [I], a more explicit notion of inputs and
outputs is required for our discussion of controller synthesis. We therefore construct an US/-machine that realises the
external plant behaviour.
Continuous profess. We model the continuous dynamics
by atime invariantcontrol system with inputu(t), statex@)
..
ano output y(r):
i ( t ) = f (x(t), u(t)),
(4)
Y ( 0 = g ( x ( 0 , u(t)) ,
(5)
where f : Rn x IRm + R",g : IRn x IRm + RP,
u : %+ + Rm,x : &+ -+ Rn,y: %
+ b+ IRP. Let
U
(ul u : %
+ -+ IR"')denote a set of globally admissible inputs such that for all u E U and all initial conditions
xo E R"the ODE (4) exhibits a unique solution x(t) on the
entire time axis with x(0) = xo. We denote this solution
q ( x o , u , .): &+-+ R".Note that all relevant continuous
dynamics are t i be summarised by the ODE (4) and this in
technical applications typically includes the one or the other
low-level continuous controllers e.g. output tracking. Here,
unique existence of solutions appears a modest assumption.

s

Actuator. The actuator translates discrete control events
from the finite control alphabet Wi, to continuous input signals. We think of a control event as activating a panicular
elementary manoeuvre that is then executed by the continuous dynamics, perhaps supported by a suitable low-level
continuous controller. If e.g. for a physical system the actuator exhibits continuous dynamics, these should be incorporated in (4). Here, the actuator is formalised by a D/A-map
a : Wi. + U. Let c : No -+ Win denote a sequence of
control events where the k-th event is applied at continuous
time rk E %+,tk+l > tk, to = 0 . Then the D/A-map transforms this timed sequence of input events to the input signal
u with u ( t ) = [ar(c(k))l(t - tx) for all t E [tx, t k + ~ )and all
k E N o ; i.e. the actuator interprets continuous time relative
to the most recent discrete input event. Given a continuous
the continuous system
initial condition x(0) = xo E En,
then evolves on the state trajectory x : [O, supk rk) -+ R",
~ ( t =+(tk),
)
f f ( ~ ( k ) )f , - fk) f o r t E [tk, tk+l).

IRn and any input signal u E U, the time that elapses
until a measurement event is triggered is defined by

xo E

t f ( x o , U ) :=

sup(tl V r E 10, t ) : g(q(xo, u , r). u ( r ) ) ) E Invl. ( 6 )
Equation ( 6 ) exhibits two special cases: t+(xo, u) = ca indicates that the continuous output evolves within Inv for all
future; t+(xo, u ) = 0 corresponds to g(xo, ~ ( 0 ) ) $
) Inv.
Both special cases are considered as errors and trigger a
distineuished
outnut event a,,-. E W,.+. In the nominal
"
case t+(xo, u ) E ( 0 , co),a quantised version of the continuous output y(ro + t+ (xo, u ) ) will be generated as an
output event. This mechanism of event generation can be
conveniently summarised by two maps F : Rnx U + En
and : IR"
b+ W ~ u twhere
,
F(xo, U ) := d x o , u , t+(xo, u ) ) ,

(7)
(8)

G(xo, U ) := B ( g ( F ( x o . u ) , u ( ~ + ( x ou, ) ) ) ) .
for tt(x0, u ) E ( 0 . 0 3 ) and
F(xo, U ) := xo

for t+(xo7 ' )

,

(9)

G(xo, u ) :=aerr.

ca)'

External plant behaviour. The components listed so far
constitute continuous dynamics over continuous time with a
discrete event interface via measurement and control events.
Note that in our configuration Fig. 1 we assume that a control event can only occur as an immediate reaction to a
measurement event. Therefore the continuous input signal
u E U remains the same between successive measurement
events. The external plant behaviour Bp C wN0, W =
W,, x Wont, is defined as the set of event sequences that can
occur according to the detailed model developedabove. For
arealisation of Bpby a state machine P = ( X , W, 6, Xo),
we let X := Xo
IR", and (.$,(w, v ) , f') E 6 if and only
if both t' = F(.$, a ( w ) ) and v = G Q , a(&)).It is readily
observed that P is an US/-machine and, hence, Bpis an
U-behaviour. Note however that, in general, Bpfails to be
complete. Hence, a pastinduced realisation of Bpmay fail
to exist.

--

4 Supervisory controller synthesis
Sensor. The task of the sensor is to generate discrete output events from the continuous output trajectory y. This is
modelled by an AD-map p : R P -+ WOut, where Wmt is
the finite alphabet of measuremenf events. W~theach measurement event a E WOut we associate the region Y, :=
B - ' ( a ) := (I E RPI a = j3(<)) in the continuous output
space. A measurement event is generated when the output signal exits a restricted domain Inv s Rp of evolution,
which for historical reasons is referred to as themode invan'.
ant. In general, the mode invariant may depend on the most
recent control event. However, in our setting.the continuous
output depends on the continuous input, and we may without loss of generality use one common invariant Inv 2 Rp
for all control events. We assume that Inv C Rpis open
and that g is C O ~ ~ ~ ~ U O For
U S . any given initial condition

Adapting the concepts of Ramadge and Wonham's DES supervisory control theory [15, 161, the task of a supervisor is
to restrict a plant behaviour !BpS WWo so that the closed
loop is guaranteed to only evolve on acceptable signals.
This specification can be formally represented by the set of
C wW0.As inacceptable external signals, denoted
dicated in Fig. 1, we aim for a finite automaton realisation
of a supervisor. To this end, however, we can represent the
supervisor by its induced behaviour 'B,,p. The closed-loop
behaviour is defined as the intersection 23d = Bpn Brup.
511 will be the lark of therupervison to prevent lrcn by applying control
evear r 6 Win for which f+(xo, u(r)) G (0, m). The device of the error
is
m..l.c.i a ~ to
abiective.
. .~~..".,
~.
.. formalire .,hir
..~.control
..~~~..~
~ -However
, the
~nlant ~
behaviour for oflrflerthe occurence of o, can be paddedarbilrarily.
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and BSup
is said to enforce the speci@ation BSw,
if the inclusion %,I s BSw,is satisfied. However, two conditions
apply for the interconnection of a supervisor with a plant
and we shall state and motivate these admissibility criteria
in terms of behaviours.
The first admissibility criterion addresses the requirement
that the two systems must not "get stuck" temporally. That
is, if the two behaviours can agree on a common trajectory
up to time k, then there should also be some common future
evolution on the entire discrete time axis.

s wmo

Dejkirion 4.1. (See [Ill) Two behaviours Bp
B,
G Wmo are said to be nonconflicting if
Brupl[0.~1= (Bpn Brup)l[o.kl for d l k E N o .

and

Bpl[o,kl

n

A similar notion of nonconflictingness can be found for formal languages; c.g. [3]. Tuo psstinduced state mschinrs

-

induce nonionllicrine behsviours if and onlv if their o3rallei composition is nonblocking. If the parallel composition
of two state machines is nonblocking, then the induced behaviours are nonconflicting. In general, the converse implication does not hold.

Observe that Bmp= 0 is a trivial solution to any supervisory control problem. Moreover, BWp= 0 is the only
trivial solution:
Proposition 4.4. (See [12], Prop. 2.6) Let BLuC WNo
be admissible w.r.t. an Il- behaviour Bp
W'OT W =
Win x W W t . If B,,, # 0, then Bpn BNp# 0.

s

Very much in the spirit of [15, 161, the following theorem
uses a set-theoretic lattice argument to establish the unique
existence of a least restrictive supervisor.

Brwc)
be a
Theorem 4.5. (See 1121, Thm. 2.7) Let (Bps
supervisory control problem. The set of all solutions of
(Bp.Brpec)
is a complete upper semi-lattice with the join
operator "U" and the partial order "G". The suprema1 element B!,,~of that lattice is referred to as leasr restricrive
solution of (Bp.Blp).

Our second condition on behavioural interconnection
specifically addresses Il- behaviours: the supervisor may
enable or disable certain plant input events at any time but
no restrictions on the plant outputs are allowed.

The least restrictive supervisor 'B:.~
contains all other soluof (Bp,Brp): i.e. BrUp
g BlUp.
In particular,
tions BWp
B:,p is a nontrivial solution if and only if a nontrivial solution exists. Another aspect of practical relevance is that,
IS
' comas we now show, B:upis complete whenever BSw,
plete. The latter can be ensured by requiring that B,
is
realised by a finite automaton, and this assumption is very
common in applications. Note that Proposition 4.6 does not
require the plant Bpto be complete.

Dejkitian4.2.
A behaviour BSup5 wN0, W =
W,, x WWt, is generically implementable if k E N o ,
wl10.kl 6 Brupl10,klr G110,kl E Wk+I3 G1[0,k] %y wlI0.kl
implies ~ l l 0 , k lE Bsupl[o,k~.

Proposition 4.6. (See [121, Prop. 3.4) Let Bp, Brw 5
wmo. If B,
wN0 is complete, then the least restrictive solution BEupof the supervisory control problem
(Bp.Bs,) is also complete.

Our notion of generic implementabilitydiffers slightly from
implementability w.r.t. a particularplant as defined in [Ill.
This adjustment leads to admissibility criteria that are independent of par?icular plant dynamics. This becomes crucial
for the synthesis of robust supervisors, where one considers
a parametrised set of plants; see Section 5. Our supervisory
control problem is defined as follows:

It can be shown that the parallel composition of any US/machine with any pastinduced realisation of a generically
implementable supervisor is nonblocking. The existence of
such a pastinduced realisation can be ensured by Proposition 4.6. Obviously, a nonblocking closed loop is highly desirable for engineering applications and it justifies the general layout of our supervisory control problem.

'

Dejkition 4.3. (See [Ill, Def. 16: also [12]) Given a plant
23 C W ~ O
W ,= Wi. x WOut,and a specification BSp,5
w<' the pair (B,,. BrW)
. is a supervisory control pmblem. A supervisor BSup w W o is admissible to the plant
Bp,if Bpand BSup
are nonconflicting and 23,. is generitally implementable. A supervisor BSup W &0 enforces
the specification Br, 5 wN0 if %,I := Bpn BSup
Bsp. A supervisor limp
that is admissible to Bpand that
enforces the B, is said to be a solution of (Bp,Brw).A
solution Bmp
is nontrivial if it imposes a nontrivial closed
loop behaviour %,I := Bpn BSup
f 0.

c

s

s

6 ~ use
e Gl[o,k, ey w l l ~ . &as~ an abbreviation for the two restricted
trajenories to be identical up to the last output event, i.e. Pi,ti'llo,kl
=
Pinwl[o,k] andP,,fil[o.il)
= %urYwl[o.k).
a single fixed plant behauiaur, it can be shown that the two alternative notions of implementability lead to precisely the same closed-loop
behavioun. In thrs sense, the supervisory control problemin Definition 4.3
is equivalent to ulat in [I I].

or

s

5 Abstraction based synthesis and robust control
We develop a natural link between abstraction based controller synthesis and robust control, and extend it to investigate robust supervisory controller synthesis. While the literature gives some account of robustness of hybrid closedloop systems e.g. [6], it is only recently that design procedures for robust hybrid control have been proposed e.g.
[lo, 51. While our main target is the hybrid control configuration from Section 3, but our reasoning applies to arbirrary
behaviours, including those that are realised by finite automata.
If both Bpand BSw,
are realised by pastinduced finite authe least restrictive
tomata, a realisation
BEUP
to the problem (Bp,BSF) can be computed with a slight

modification of DES tools. However, since hybrid plant behaviours Bp almost never have a finite realisation, we instead work with an approximation B, that is realised by
a finite automaton. We say B,, is an abstraction of Bp if
Bp G B,,. Under this condition, we can guarantee that solutions for 23, carry over to Bp. To prove this claim, we
first show that a complete supervisor that is generically implementable is also admissible to any plant that is realisable
by an US/- machine.

2 W ~ QW, = W,, x WWt,be comLemma 5.1. Let BSup
plete and generically implementable. If a plant Bp G ww0
is realisable by an US/- machine then Bpand BUpare nonconflicting.
Pmof:
Let P = (X, W,, x W,,, 6, Xo) be a11 US/machine that realises Bp. Plck any k E No, wl[o,kI E
Bpl[o.k~n Brupl[o,kl.Without loss of generality we may assume w E !Bp Pickx E xWosuch that (x(K), w(K), X(K+
1)) E S for all K E INo and x(0) E Xo. Pick iiJ E BWp
such that fiI[o.k] = wl[o.kl. Let I* := Pinfi(k 1). Since
P is an US/-machine, there exists 6' E X and v E Y
such that (x(k), (I*, v), 6') E 6 . In consequence, we can
construct a trajectory i E X"O, 6 E ww0, such that
( i ( ~ ) I?J(K),
,
i ( ~1)) E 6 for all K E NOand il[o.xl =
xl[o.xl, Gl[o,t+~l E~ iiJl[o,k+~]. We use generic implementabihty of BSup
to observe that fil[o.k+ll E Bpl[o,k+~l
n
Bsupl[o.k+~l. Thus our construction can be carried out iteratively, and thereby constitutes a sequence of trajectories
(w,. xx) E (W x x)*o, K E No, with (w,, x ~ ) I [ o . ~ =
+~I
(wK+lr~ ~ + l ) l [ o , l r +This
~ l . implies that for each j E Wo,
the sequences (w,(j)),,wo and ( ~ ~ ( j ) ) ~converge
, w ~ as
K + co. Thus we obtain limit trajectories w, E W*O and
x, E xNo.Observe that w,l[~.~l E B,pl[o.x] for all K E
No, and, by completeness of Brup.we obtain w, E BsUp
Similarly, observe that (x,(K), w,(K), X,(K
1)) E 6
for all K, and, hence, w, E Bp.The last two observations
imply wl[o.kl E ( B p nBsUp)I[o.kl.

+

+

+

structure of our framework and thereby reduces the problem
of hybrid controller synthesis to the constructioll of a plant
abstraction that can be realised by a finite automaton. The
latter problem has been discussed from various perspectives
e.g. [7, 4, 141. In [ l l , 131 so called 1-complete approximlions B1,l E IN, are proposed as a particular suitable class
of abstractions: (i) accuracy is monotone in the parameter
C B1; and (ii) apastinduced finite
1 E lN, i.e. Bp G
automaton that realises 231 can be computed from thejinite
set Bl[o,ll,provided that IWI E W.
Reading Theorem 5.2 from a different point of view, it relates to robust control in a broad sense: the theorem states
a sufficient condition under which a controller achieves a
control objective not only for one particular plant, but for a
family of plants. Further elaboration of this lineof thought
will enable us to give anot only sufficient but also necessary
condition. As a first step, we formally define a problem of
robust supervisory control.
Defiition 5.3. Let (!Be)eEo denote a family of behaviours
Be C W*V, indexed by the uncertain parameter 0 E
O. Given a specification BSF G wR, the pair
((Bs)sec3, BSF) is a supervisory control problem under
parameter uncertainty. If a candidate supervisor BmpG
W*O is a solution of (Be. BsF) for all 0 E Q, then BWp
is said to be a robust solution of ((Bs)sco, BSF). If in
addition 93s n BSup
# 0 for all 6 E O, then Bmpis said to
be a robustly nontrivial solution.
Clearly, if any of the components of the hybrid plant model
from Section 3 depends on an uncertain parameter of which
only its range is known, this constitutes a family of plant
behaviours in the sense of Definition 5.3. The prototypical
example is the case in which the ODE (4) is uncertain, i.e.
the right hand side f is replaced by a parameter dependent
map &: En x En'-+ JR" with 0 E 0.Another example
that is covered by our general concept is the case of measurement noise. Here, we replace Eq. (5) by

The above lemma leads to our central theorem on abstraction based supervisory controller synthesis:
Theorem 5.2. Let B,
W*O be an abstraction of a plant
Bp C B, and let
be a complete and nontrivial
solution to the supervisory conhol problem (B,, BSF),
BSp, wN0. If Bpis realisable in US/- plant form, then
BSmp
is a nontrivial solution of ( B p s Bspee).

c

Pmof: Generic implementability does not depend on the
particular plant, and, by Lemma 5.1, we obtain that BSup
is
admissible w.r.t. B p Clearly, Bmpenforces the specification for B,,, and, hence, Bmpsolves (Bp. BsFe). Nontriviality is a consequence of Prop. 4.4.
This contrasts with the basic DES setting [15, 161, where
the signal space is a union of controllable and unconhollable events, and a controllable sublanguage of an abstraction may very well fail to be a controllable sublanguage
of the actual plant. Theorem 5.2 exploits the input-output

where u: %++ IRq belongs to a specified class of disturbances,say u E V ;= {uIVf E %
+: :Iu(t)ll < y)forsome
norm 11 . 11 and some y > 0. For any fixed disturbance
v E V , let B, denote the behaviour induced by the hybrid
plant. We then ask for a supervisor that enforces the specification BSF for all u E V. In terms of Definition 5.3, we
ask for a solution to ((BU),,~v.
Let (Be)e,o be a family of plants B e C wN0 that
for any fixed 0 E O are realisable by some US/- machine. Then Theorem 5.2 implies that if a complete
supervisor BWpsolves the (ordinary) supervisory conhol problem (UeeoBe, S s p ) then %,, also solves the
supervisory control problem under parameter uncertainty
((Be)eeo. B,,,).
The next theorem establishes the converse: we can characterise the complete solutions under parameter uncertainty as solutions of (Ue,oBe, B,,,).

Theorem 5.4. Let (Be)sco be afamily of behaviours Be
wNo that are realisable by USI- machines. Let Bu :=
U s a o B s and Bsw
WHo. A complete supervisor
BSup WWo is a robust solution of ((Bs)seo. Bsp,) if
and only if B, is a solution of ( B u , Bspc). A robust
solution BSup
of ((Bg)eEo. B r p ) is robustly nontrivial if
is a nontrivial solution of ( B u , Bspe).
and only if BSup

s

s

.

uncertainty effects the continuous plant dynamics. As our
main result, we are able to characterise the desired robust
supervisors as solutions of an ordinary (non-robust) snpervisory control problem. Thus, a robust supervisor can be
derived by our abstraction based methods from earlier work.

Pmof: First assume that B,,, is a solution of ( B v , Brpee).
If BSup
is a nontrivial solution of ( B u , BSp), then Theorem 5.2 implies that BSupis a robustly nontrivial solution for ((Be)s,o, BSpc). If BSup
is a trivial solution of
( B u , Bsw), we refer to Proposition 4.4 and the fact that
the U- property is retained under arbitrary unions of behaviours, to obtain that Bsup= 0. In this case, BSupis a
trivial robust solution. To prove the converse implications,
assume that B,., is arobustsolution for ((Be)seo, BSpec).
Obviously, BUn BWp= U e ~ o ( B sn.B,.,)
5 B,,
and hence B, enforces the specification on B u . To establish admissibility, we need to show that that Bu and
are nonconflicting. Pick any k E N o , wl[o,~.] E
Bul[o,xl.il BsupI[o.~1. Then there exists an 0 E Q such
that wl[o,ki E Bel[o,k] n Bsupl~o,y
and hence wl[o.k] E
( B e n %wP)l[0.k]
( B u n B,,,)l~o.kl. Therefore, BU
and BSp are nonconflicting, and we conclude that Bmp
solves ( B u , Bspee) If in addition BSup
is assumed to be
a robustly nonmvial solution, nontriviality of BWpas a solution of ( B u , B r w ) follows from the simple observation
2 B e n Br., # 0 for any 0 E Q.
that BUn BSup

s

Note that in the context of our hybrid plant, where w e may
assume that B,, is realised by a finite automaton, we can
focus o n the least restrictive solution BlUp
of ( B u , Brpe)
and then appeal to Proposition 4.6 for the completeness of
In this case, it is seen as a simple consequence of
Theorem 5.4 that the supervisory problem under parameter
uncertainty exhibits a unique least reshiotive solution and
that this least restrictive solution coincides with Bf,,,. Theorem 5.4 says that we can, in principle, approach the robust
control problem by the same methods that have proved useful for the ordinary control problem [I 1,131. In particular, if
w e can compute thejinite set Bul[o.cl, for some 1 E iN, we
can apply an 1-complete approximation and derive a finite
automaton PI that realises an abstraction of B u . Supervisory controller synthesis for Pi can then b e carried out as
indicated in [ll, 131.
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Conclusions
I t is commonly accepted that every engineering system
must b e robust in order to provide a vital level of reliability. In this paper, we have addressed this requirement
for a broad class of control problems in which w e ask
for a discrete event supervisor that enforces a language
inclusion specification for an uncertain hybrid plant
model. Our discussion 1s set u ithin thc fmrneuork of
Willerns' behavioural s)stems theory, and includes -but
is not restricted to- the prototypical case in which the
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